
       
       

   

                
    

  

      

          

      

         

        

      

          

            

      

           

         

        

       

       

        

      

                     

      

            

      

                   

        

           

       

           

        

        

          

             

      

        

     

          

  

       South Service Area: Comments on Initial Park Concepts 

Q3 What ideas or concerns would you like 
to share about the concepts for this park? 

Answered: 67 Skipped: 0 

# Responses Date 

1 Currie CURRIE: low need: garden space, 1/2 court basketball, parking. High need: adult fitness, splash pad, 2 

basketball courts, larger soccer field 

3/8/2016 11:04 AM 

2 Currie CURRIE: somewhere to pray 3/8/2016 11:04 AM 

3 Currie CURRIE: I like the community area (Concept A) 3/8/2016 11:03 AM 

4 Currie CURRIE: change swimming pool 3/8/2016 11:03 AM 

5 Currie CURRIE: tennis is played by senior population 3/8/2016 11:02 AM 

6 Currie CURRIE: multi-court for tennis: Asian population 3/8/2016 11:02 AM 

7 Currie CURRIE: like adult fitness 3/8/2016 11:02 AM 

8 Currie CURRIE: must not add half-court basketball--waste of money 3/8/2016 11:01 AM 

9 Currie CURRIE: must have a wider walking/running path/track: elders & walkers/runners 3/8/2016 11:01 AM 

10 Currie CURRIE: track and field 3/8/2016 11:00 AM 

11 Currie CURRIE: I like the full court basketball (Concept A) 3/8/2016 11:00 AM 

12 Currie CURRIE: picnic/garden shelter is a great idea 3/8/2016 10:59 AM 

13 Currie CURRIE: A is better (2nd comment) 3/8/2016 10:59 AM 

14 Currie CURRIE: need fenced basketball courts 3/8/2016 10:59 AM 

15 Currie CURRIE: a place to pray 3/8/2016 10:58 AM 

16 Currie CURRIE: want swimming pool with splash 3/8/2016 10:58 AM 

17 Currie CURRIE: A is better 3/8/2016 10:58 AM 

18 Currie CURRIE: keep evergreen trees as much as possible. Limb up if necessary for safety, but try to save trees 3/8/2016 10:57 AM 

19 Currie CURRIE: smaller adult fitness 3/8/2016 10:56 AM 

20 Currie CURRIE: adult fitness area seems to fill a community need 3/8/2016 10:56 AM 

21 Currie CURRIE: like adult fitness 3/8/2016 10:56 AM 

22 Currie CURRIE: I like adult fitness (Concept A), bigger urban agriculture (B), play area (B), splash pad (A) 3/8/2016 10:55 AM 

23 Currie CURRIE: like concept A the best 3/8/2016 10:55 AM 

24 Currie CURRIE: like basketball in Concept A--more space between courts 3/8/2016 10:54 AM 

25 Currie CURRIE: benches near the courts 3/8/2016 10:54 AM 

26 Currie CURRIE: fix our basketball courts and add an extra 3/8/2016 10:54 AM 

27 Currie CURRIE: basketball courts important (2nd comment) 3/8/2016 10:53 AM 

28 Currie CURRIE: place where we can pray 3/8/2016 10:53 AM 

29 Currie CURRIE: I like splash pad instead of pool 3/8/2016 10:52 AM 

30 Currie CURRIE: we need something like this (covered picnic shelter) at Currie 3/8/2016 10:52 AM 

31 Currie CURRIE: basketball courts important 3/8/2016 10:52 AM 

32 Currie CURRIE: skate park on MnDOT land 3/8/2016 10:51 AM 

33 Currie CURRIE: add stage 3/8/2016 10:51 AM 

34 Currie CURRIE: benches and rest area (near walking loop) 3/8/2016 10:50 AM 
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       South Service Area: Comments on Initial Park Concepts 

35 Currie CURRIE: track and field 3/8/2016 10:50 AM 

36 Currie CURRIE: less cracks on the basketball court 3/8/2016 10:50 AM 

37 Currie CURRIE: track and field 3/8/2016 10:49 AM 

38 Currie CURRIE: fence (around athletic fields) taller and bigger 3/8/2016 10:49 AM 

39 Currie CURRIE: move 2 soccer fields to Concept A 3/8/2016 10:49 AM 

40 Currie CURRIE: separate lanes for walking and biking 3/8/2016 10:48 AM 

41 Currie CURRIE: walking and biking loop 3/8/2016 10:48 AM 

42 Currie CURRIE: more lanes around the field 3/8/2016 10:48 AM 

43 Currie CURRIE: items might be lost in the ping pong area 3/8/2016 10:47 AM 

44 Currie CURRIE: there should be more lanes for the track and field 3/8/2016 10:47 AM 

45 Currie CURRIE: garden behind Coyle Center 3/8/2016 10:46 AM 

46 Currie CURRIE: fenced garden 3/8/2016 10:46 AM 

47 Currie CURRIE: like ping pong 3/8/2016 10:46 AM 

48 Currie CURRIE: bathrooms and separate building (both concepts) 3/8/2016 10:45 AM 

49 Currie CURRIE: outdoor bathrooms 3/8/2016 10:45 AM 

50 Currie CURRIE: track and field, bike/walk 3/8/2016 10:45 AM 

51 Currie CURRIE: keep tennis court, it gets used a lot . Upgrade it--maintenance needed. 3/8/2016 10:44 AM 

52 Currie CURRIE: indoor dome needed 3/8/2016 10:43 AM 

53 Currie CURRIE: indoor park and (illegible) 3/8/2016 10:43 AM 

54 Currie CURRIE: we need tennis court. Please fix it up before spring 3/8/2016 10:42 AM 

55 Currie CURRIE: only need one soccer field 3/8/2016 10:42 AM 

56 Currie CURRIE: I support full field soccer (Concept B) 3/8/2016 10:42 AM 

57 Currie CURRIE: indoor dome needed 3/8/2016 10:41 AM 

58 Currie CURRIE: indoor dome would be nice 3/8/2016 10:41 AM 

59 Currie CURRIE: short term improvements: soccer benches, basketball court, bathrooms 3/8/2016 10:40 AM 

60 Currie CURRIE: I like this gathering plaza (Concept B) 3/8/2016 10:40 AM 

61 Currie CURRIE: Better basketball court 3/8/2016 10:39 AM 

62 Currie CURRIE: -make swimming pool bigger. Pool for elders. 5 is all that fit. -usage for pool - 3 yr old + 15 yr old 

need space -families come and lots of people come. Not enough seating and people have to sit on the ground. Can 

we have more seating? -Can we add more stalls to the bathrooms? It becomes a line outside bathrooms. 4-5 would 

be great. Prefer separate men's and women's. Men don't really have a line, but women do. -Can we add a prayer 
space? 40 people sitting space. Inside is better. Move water fountains need to be better. Having water close to 

bathroom is bad. Prayer space - is possible to have water line for wash, sit down and is a 2 minute process. 2 or 3 use 

at one time. -Wirth OK as is. Prayer space needs to be open at prayer time. Times change later in summer. 5 prayer 
sessions, 1 sunrise, 1 sunset, 3 in between. In summer when building is closed, prefer to be outside. Major holdup 

when building is closed. Can it be open? -Ideally prayer space that is available. Don't mind to share a space in here. 
Preferable for water source outside. -At other parks, they are fancier. Why? Lake Calhoun is an example. 

2/25/2016 12:31 PM 

63 Currie CURRIE: better condition of tennis court. Maintained like teams want to play. 1 is enough, tennis is busy 2/25/2016 12:01 PM 

64 Currie CURRIE: lots of older Koreans use tennis. Especially in AM. Also want gardening. 2/25/2016 12:01 PM 

65 Add dedicated field for small sided soccer games, similar to Currie Park 1/23/2016 9:44 AM 
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66 -There needs to be a premier field for soccer in the south part of Longfellow. Without a turf field, there is nowhere for 12/15/2015 11:03 PM 

neighborhood kids to play soccer on a nice field. Bracket Park has 2 and is close to East Phillips Park and Currie Park, 
which both have soccer fields. Can Bracket Park or Matthews Park have 1 premier field, and then Longfellow Park or 
Hiawatha School Park at least 1 premier field. -Can the ice rink be integrated into an artistic, year round amenity. -The 

basketball court needs to be open, not closed off. If loitering is an issue, then planners should think creatively about 
other ways to make it safe. Basketball courts, like baseball fields, tennis courts, and soccer fields, are a public amenity 

that should be easily accessible. It would be great if timed lights could be added, so people could play basketball in 

the evening. -Today, a lot more people play lawn games such a bean bag toss, washers, bocci ball, ect. I think 

planners should consider how the picnic areas and adult recreation areas could accommodate this type of activity. The 

lawn outside the Surly Brewery would be a great precedent. -Could outdoor firepits be added to any parts of the park. 
This could be used in the summer and winter, and would help to activate the parks in the evening. -Are there any 

other way to think about activating the park in the evening? Could an outdoor amphitheater/screen be added to show 

movies in the evening? Or a place for people to gather and play live music? Firepits that people could gather around 

for fires. "Top of the Park" in Ann Arbor is a great example of ways to activate the park in the evening. -I would like to 

see urban agriculture added to this park as a way to add even more activity to the park. I think it would be beneficial on 

the north side of the park, since much of south Longfellow would have access to Hiawatha School Park or Dowling 

School Park. -If there is urban agriculture added, it would be great to see a small storage shed and rain water 
collection added also. 

67 -I am concerned that there is no urban agriculture available at the Longfellow Park. I think this is a great way to 12/13/2015 8:23 PM 

activate the park and create a better sense of community. It would be great to have this garden located on the 

northern edge of the site, to provide some gardening space for the northern part of Longfellow. -It would be great to 

have a dedicated small sided turf soccer field at Longfellow, or one of the nearby parks. This is a sport that many 

children are playing and Longfellow does not currently have a good field for this activity. I think Currie Park in 

Minneapolis is a great example of how a soccer field can really activate a space. -I like the stepped seating, but I am 

wondering if this could become a more prominent element in to park. Would there be a way to integrate an ice 

rink/stage/amphitheater with it. In the winter there could be a small ice rink, but in the summer time it could be used 

as open seating space and stage for summer concerts. -Could there be a warming house that could be used for the 

ice rink in the winter, and as storage for urban agriculture in the summer? 
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